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The STARLINK Streaming Video Library is a cooperative project between the State 
of Texas Academic Resource Link (STARLINK) Training Network <http://www.star-
linktraining.org> and the Texas Center for Digital Knowledge (TxCDK) <http://www.
txcdk.unt.edu/> at the University of North Texas, under the supervision of Dr. William 
E. Moen. The project uses DSpace v.1.5 Manakin to create a dynamic digital reposi-
tory system to store, manage and present STARLINK’s various video collections. The 
STARLINK Streaming Video Library <http://starlink.southplainscollege.edu/starlink> 
contains two collections of over 160 video titles available to STARLINK subscribers. 
This searchable and browsable library presents an enhanced user interface and seam-
less integration with STARLINK’s existing web site. The project showcases DSpace as 
a low-cost and flexible platform appropriate for educational institutions like STARLINK 
to deploy a digital repository system for better resource sharing and user interaction. 
The project team encountered several challenges customizing DSpace to provide 
different types of access for STARLINK subscribers and non-subscribers, and using 
Manakin’s robust interface design functionalities.

Since STARKLINK offers its streaming videos on a subscription basis, a primary chal-
lenge was to use STARLINK’s existing web-based authentication mechanism while 
providing seamless access through the repository to the actual video. Our solution 
involved three different servers. The STARLINK server hosts the web site for STARLINK 
Professional Development Network. This web site contains links to various video 
libraries as well as an authentication system for subscribers of the libraries. The 
second server hosts the Streaming Video Library that uses the DSpace 1.5 platform 
where the search engine, all metadata for the videos, and the user interface are lo-
cated. The third server stores and presents the streaming videos.

The project team implemented an authorization process that communicates with the 
STARLINK  authentication system on the first server and provides access to the 
streaming video on the third server depending of the user role. Access to metadata is 
provided for all users and harvesters but access to actual video streams is restricted 
to the subscribers of this STARLINK service.

The authorization mechanism is adapted to DSpace and is based on restricting access 
to bitstreams (files that are stored with items). Video links are stored as bitstreams 
and only authenticated users are allowed access to them. All users who do not go 
through the authentication system may view the metadata describing the videos. 
This solution helps to expose the repository to a larger audience and may increase 
the number of potential subscribers.

Figure 3: Authentication and Access Architecture
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We would like to take this opportunity to thank STARLINK for providing the funding, 
and for their support, patience and cooperation throughout the project. It has been 
an excellent learning experience for us to learn about and use DSpace Manakin to 
implement a scalable and interoperable metadata-driven digital repository. With this 
new system, STARLINK users have an interactive application to find, identify, select, 
and access STARLINK’s valuable training videos. The digital repository platform allows 
STARLINK to enhance its capability to deliver more value-added interactive services 
to its subscribers. As an extensible system, new STARLINK streaming videos or col-
lections can be easily added.

STARLINK Streaming Video Library can be found at:  http://starlink.southplainscollege.edu/starlink
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Figure 4: Implementation of bitstream function

Figure 5: Interface design

Figure 1: STARLINK’s old video delivery system Figure 2: STARLINK’s new video delivery system


